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Recent Data Reveals Construction Is 
a Fatal Industry: What You Can Do 
Whether due to a slip and fall incident, equipment mishap or a vehicle 

collision, the construction sector has developed a reputation as a high-

risk industry. In fact, the HSE’s annual workplace fatality figures revealed 

that the construction sector contributed to more than 20 per cent of 

work-related deaths in 2018-19, totalling 30 employee fatalities. These 

statistics emphasise how vital it is that your organisation takes the proper 

steps to reduce health and safety risks on-site. Consider these top causes 

of work-related death to improve your efforts and limit future fatalities: 

 Falls from height—To prevent falls from height, have employees 

work from the ground when possible, ensure workers have a safe 

method to get to and from their tasks at height and implement 

ladder safety best practices.  

 Struck by a moving vehicle or object—To avoid these costly 

collisions, have employees wear personal protective equipment 

whenever necessary, stack all materials safely to be sure they don’t 

fall or collapse, and require workers that operate vehicles or other 

large equipment to be licensed and participate in routine training.  

 Contact with moving machinery—Limit machinery-related accidents 

by implementing proper safeguards, establishing a routine machine 

maintenance schedule and training workers before machinery use. 

Your organisation can ensure ultimate peace of mind against incidents 

with proper cover. For more information, contact Crendon Insurance 

Brokers Ltd today. 

Tips to Combat Economic Downturn  
The UK construction sector fell to its worst monthly performance in over 

a decade in June, largely because of project delays and remaining Brexit 

uncertainty. Such a drop elevates the risk of future financial concerns 

throughout the industry. With this in mind, review this guidance to 

control costs and reduce liability issues from economic downturn:  

 Avoid big changes—While you might think offering new services or 

exploring different customer bases is a smart move during a 

slowdown, making big changes in business operations carries greater 

financial risk and the potential for increased liability claims. 

 Secure seamless contracts—Be sure to establish seamless contracts 

that outline party obligations and discuss resolution policies so if 

something goes wrong, you can avoid a costly disagreement. 

 Ensure robust cover—It may be tempting to cut costs by limiting 

cover during economic downturn, but then you run the risk of paying 

out of pocket for hefty claims. Contact Crendon Insurance Brokers 

Ltd today to bolster your cover and ensure ultimate protection. 
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